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Crime Hotline Back Up and Running

notebook
WEATHER

BY ERICA NZEI

MON, 1/ 30:

Contnbuling W1 · '

HIGH 59 LOW 44

'J11c Im..- start to the
rebirth of the campus
police cnmc tip hotline,
rnodck'<i after Metropolitan
Police nepartment's ·crime
Stoppers" has left many
students unaware that one
even exists.
"l have never seen
it," .Jonathan Cartwright,
scnir1r nrchitcc.1ure major
said.
l\1any students have
churned to St..'C a fault)
nmnhcr posted up around
campus advertising a crime
tip
hotline.
According
to Crunpus l'olicc Chief
Lawn•nn· Thomas, a hotline was originally started
temporarily in the early
9o's unbeknownst to hinl.
Fort 1111ately, the inquiries
of nwmhcrs of the student body about a possible
crime tip hotline caused the
police department to look
furtlwr 111to it.
~\\'c \'\Hilted to start a
hotlinc and as we looked
iuto it we lound that one
had alrN1dy been !'tarted
but hadn't been put to use
in a while," Th01nas said.
"It'-: printarily for students,
staff, or faculty to call in

Mosn.v a.ouov
TUES, 1/31:
SHOWERS/
WIND
HIGH 44 LOW 32

WED, 2/ 1:
PARTLY Q.OUDY

HIGH 46 LOW 38

SADDA M STORMS
OlJJ' O F COUR'I"
SADDAM HUSSEIN WALKED
OUT OF HIS WAR CRIMES
TRIAL AFTER HIS HALF
BROTHER WAS REMOVED
HUSSEIN ALSO CLAIMED
THAT THE COURT DEFENSE
ATIORNEYS WERE EVIL'

CAMPUS
POETRY llEATS
l JP PlJNCH OUT
LOOK INSIDE CAMPUS TO
FIND OUT HOW PERFORM
ERS GOT THINQS HEATED
I~ THE PUNCH OUT

f>AGE 2

and report incidents of
cnme that niay be injurious
to the university or individuals"
The basic concept of
the hotline 1 for callers to
call .in anonvmously and
pro,ide pertinent information in regards to any .suspect activity seen around
campus.
"It 1nay not even necessarily be a crime," Thomas
said. "If a student observes
other students doing things
that nre illegal to university policy, uch as hazing
for example that are not
acceptable by the university
and if onL' Student decides
to report it, it \\ill be forwarded to the appropriate
univcrqty officials for a
resolution."
A ..., positive as the intent
may he, son1e students are
still skt•ptical of the effectiveness of the hotline.
"It probably has no
bearing on n1y safety as a
student," ~lonique \.\'isdom,
sophmnore sociology major
s<iid.
·111ough the hotline was
first introdut·cd to her as
a prospective student during a sum1ner program she
attendl·d prior to becoming
a student and then again
reinforced at a residential

I

A crime hotllne that was started In the early 90's at Howard, but had not been
utlllzed recently, was reinstated by Campus Pollce Chief Lawrence Thomas.

meeting in her freshman
donn, \\'isdo1n said she
wouldn't use the hotline as
a primary source for insuring her safe!) on campus.
"I feel like if there was
son1ething going on that
v.,1s hig enough to call the
police I would just start
calling the police," 'A'isdom
said, "I woul~n't even think
about the hotline."

Sharmaine
Tran1ble
said she doubts ilie hotline
\\ill be successful.
"I could know that
there is a hotline but are
they really going to enforce
it," Sharmaine Tramble,
sophomore transfer television production major
asked. "Is there going to
be anyone there to answer
the phone? I don't think it

''ill make much difference
towards crin1c pre\·ention.
I'd have to sec it to believe
it."
HoweYer, the success
of tlw hotline is not only
dependt•nt on the input of
the campus police but more
importantly on the effort
put forth by the callers.
"It could be very successful," Thon1as said. "It

all depends on the details of
the report."
A fl~ er for the hotline ...1ates that details that
-:hould be considered when
calling are: date, time and
location of the cri1ne, age,
hei~ht, race, complexion,
clothing and shoes brand
of suspect. facial and head
hair, tattoos, sears or body
n1ark.s, lltlll1l' and nickna1ncs, re-:idence areas
frequented, and if there is
a Yehicle spotted. the tag
number, state, color. n1,,k,:,
1nodel, diln1age and stt< ker" on the 'chide. C.1mp1 ''
police also stress that the
hotline should not be used
in the e,·ent of an en1ergenc)
Cartwright bclieYes the
addition of the crime tip
hotline might prove to be a
helpful step towards making the cainpus safer.
"If I can just store it in
n1y phone and call whenc\·er I see something happening. that definitely is reassuring and I'd feel much
safer, .. Carl\'\Tight said.
The nun1ber ~o the campus policl' crime tip hotline
is: (202) 806-4444 and the
e1nergcncy phone number
is (202) 806-7777.

Student Residence Life Managers Participate in Training
GRTS, CAMERA,
ACTION
c,.,brirl \tmo• • 'UIR Pbot.,,.-.pbn-

FIND OUT THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGYTRENDSIN
FILM ART AND ENTERTAIN·
MENT INSIDE BIZ & TECH

Yesterday all student Residence Life managers
participated In the annual mid-year refresher
training. Titled Synthesis: The Integration of
Training and Experience, the all-day event differed from years before because all participants
were required to create programs related to different problems such as nicotine abuse, student
rights, and alcohol abuse. The programs that
were created wlll be featured In a Residence Life
newsletter for those that would like to use them
In their respective halls.
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New Equipment for Howard's Student Radio Station
BY DANIELLE DAWKINS
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School of Conuuunications.
"Not only do \\ e have
-:tale of llw art l'quipn1ent,
;\ lc1nlx•r,.. of Howard's but \\ e ha' e the q1pport of
,..tuden-nm rndio station tlw School ot C and that
ha' e finally been ~h·en was lacking in past years. \\ hnt the\ \ e lx-en n,..kin~ Hurne) said.
Hurne) credits \\'Hl R
for: nm' equipn1ent.
I..,'lst "e1nc,.tcr the :,'ta- \\ith taking a hu~e part of
lion wa.' renovntt>tl "ith n gettU1g \\'HBC into 'hape.
"\\'c owe cvc.l)thing to
paint job and n<.'\\ floor tile-:
in the office nnd walJ... for \\'Hl'R and J1n1 \\'atkin.;,
tht once burlap ,:ack con- "ithout then1 we would still
trol roo1u. h 1t the equip- be wodang on third class
1ncnt \\US stllJ 1n ll primith-e equipn1cnt." Burne~ :-;aid.
Faith Ohai, -:ophon1ore,
-.tote. The tation has been
n1o<lcmizcd \\ith a ln~er public relation,. major abo
and n1orc diver'l' n1Lx of appreciate£ \\'HUR for their
support ·1 am \"Cl) grateful
nui.....ic.
General
~l:ma,ger that \\ H 'R behC\-ed in U.'Prente~-. Burne), ,;enior enough to make -.uch a huc::e
audio production nl,ijor, investment,· Ohai :'aid.
:::-h ha been an on-air
ha-. lu,gh e..xpt'Ctation..'- for
pcr-.on lit} fi r \\1-l BC -.ince
\\'.HB"'
RI expect this to he th e her fre<:hn1en } ear
"The "1udio b equrvabc~t seme:,1l'r \\H BC ha,..
haJ in it~ :30-~ ear exis- lent to, 1f not better than
"'Olne commercial ,."t, ~ ;."
tence., - Hurne) :;aid.
Burne) i-. excited not in the areti, like \\'PG: '
ju_-.1 be<>au.'e of the new becatL'e ''e cnn open:.•· ••
equipn1ent, but abob«-au....;e the real deal, that can help
of the .;upport from the people not to feel over-

whchned when thev
have
•
internships at stations.
It can kind of give us an
advantage." Ohai said.
.Jabari Smith shared
Ohai's sentiment<>.
· 1 an1 extremely excited
about \ \' HBC's equipment
upgrade," said Smith. a
junior broadcast journalb.1n n1ajor and abo \\'HBC':-.
A-.,.btant ::\ew' Director.
kThe energy and dedication
on hchalf of the staff was
alread) amazing. The ne\'o
equipment ...imply gives
u.<: the re.-.o~ we need
to be true colleciate radio
po"erhousc on campus and
nationall).w
Quan Lateef, graduate
...tudent in film and media
-.tud1e:;, i:; an on-air per... nalin at ''rttBC "ith the
'ho\\ the 1lu-ee Shade;. of.
HU ... land 1-. exCJted about
the equipment a .... wel1.
-rechnology toda) b
ever-changing and Howard
-.tudenl'- -.hould definitely
be on top of the cliange5 ..
This i a digital world.·

Lateef said
\\.ith the use of the new
equipment, Derek Rogers
has high hopes for ilie radio
station this semester.
"~1y expectations [for
thi ... semester] are to basically keep up \\ith \\'HUR's
expectations, start up to
par, keep our radio prompted, and ha'ing every1hin~
organized: ...aid R~ers,
assistant pr~am director.
·1..a.,1 semester we didn't
ha' e the pro1nohons and a
lot of students did not ha\ e
the familiarity ,,;th \\'HBC.
[Thl year] we want to make
,ure the students knowv.ho

''e are

w

The annual black college radio conference lS
coming up. Last year the
tati n " n 'SIX awards.
iftns ye r Burney S<l\"S that
\\rHBC's mrun goal is to \\1n
.::tation of the )Car and their
-.econd r;:oal is to ''in all of
the awards.
"\\'hen I leave this year,
I want to lea'-e '''HBC as
the top radio station in not

,,_. <'-, at "lll A
Howard's student-run radio station, WHBC received
new equipment this semes1er with the help of
Howard 's televi sion station, WHUR.
only the area, but in the
country,w Burney said.
ian

Burney. "
also is
ntern for ~1 Satellite

Radio and \\'HUR, said he
wants to continue in radio
and hopefully gJ\e AfricanAmcncans a real 1;oice
and not the one that others try to make for African
Amencans

The staff at the station
plan to ha\'C a nl>bon cuttin~ ccn~mony for the stall n Friday, Feb. ~.
\\'e have over 200
people Y.ith the station an d
more interested, this year

Y.ill be historical,w Burney
said.
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We believe in sandy feet,
beach bonfires and
lifelong memories.
We believe in vacations.*

'

'

/

Enter our vacation
sweepstakes at
pwc.com/freevacation
Your life.
You can bring it with you.
•

fR1cE.WA1£RHOusE(roPERS I

*con nectedth inking

1. No purchase nece&. ry 2. Sweepstakes begins 114/06. 3. Open to US reGtdents. 18 & older, :.ho are 'ltudents at a p<.1rt1c1P'!' ng co;
1
f 4. Vi It pwc.convfreevacation for det.-uls and complete official rules.
@2006 Pl1cewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers·• refers to PncewatcrhouscCoopers LLP (a Oclamire hm1ted hab1hty partnershipi or, as the context requires, other member firms of PrlcewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, eaoh of which
is a separate and Independent entity. 'connectedthinklng Is a trademark of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (US). We are proud to be an Affi11n11t1~ Action an EQual Oppor+unity Employer.
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Greenspan Ends Career As Federal Reserve Chief
BY KEVIN HA RRIS
SeniOr £d1tor

Federal Reserve Chainnan
Alan
Greenspan,
widely
hailed as the greatest Federal
Chainnan in history, will en,d
his 18-year career on Tuesday
after leading the United States
through what econo1nists say
has been the longest period of
economic stability ever recorded.
Throughout his tenure as
Federal Chairman, Greenspan
has beco1ne son1ewhat of
a pop culture icon for n1any
Americans, though few actually
know what the Federal Reserve
Chairman does exactly.
For starters, the chainnan
of the Federal Reserve is formally known as the Chairman
of the Board of Governors
of the United States Federal
Reserve.
As chainnan, Greenspan
was in charge of the central
bank of the United Stales,
which operates independently
from the govern1nent. The
United States did not have a
central bank until around 1914,
when the position of Chairman
was created.
Chairmen are appointed to
four year terms by the President
and must also be confirmed
by a majority of votes in the
Senate.
The chief responsibility
of a chairman is to shape the
monetary policy of the United
States using a nun1ber of tools
at his or her disposal.
Shaping 1nonctary policy
essentially consists of manag-

ing the n1oney supply of the
United States in an effort to
achieve certain goals such as
controlling inflation, creating
jobs for the unemployed, and
advancing economic growth to
all.
For nearly two decades
and under four Presidents,
Greenspan oversaw the United
State's monetary supply with
an unmatched knowledge of
economic policy.
He began his career 1n
\Vashington in 1974 when he
agreed to become chairman
of President Gerald Ford'i:'
council of economic adviserl>.
After three years in this post,
Greenspan returned to the private sector as the head of a New
York based consulting firm.
He was called back to
Washington in i987, when
President
Ronald
Reagan
appointed
hi1n
to
the
Chairmanship of the Federal
Reserve.
As chairman, Greenspan
saw the United States monetary
policy through two mild recessions and multiple domestic
and international crises.
But despite his phenon1enal success, Greenspan leaves
his post amid some criticism.
In recent days, critics have
wondered aloud through the
media if Greenspan's lowering
of interests rates has caused
housing prices to rise to astronomical levels across the country.
Also,
Greenspan
was
slammed a few years ago
when he ardently supported

President George W. Bush's tax
cuts, which analysts say have
largely favored the rich, helped
to deepen the divide between
economic classes, and contributed to the rise in the deficit.
Furthennore, n1any econon1ists say Greenspan's policies did little to help African
Americans, whose une1nploymcnt rates ren1ained conside~ably higher
than whites
throughout his tenure as Fed
Chairman.
Staunch supporters argue
that the lowering of interests
rates and the tax cuts championed by Greenspan were necessary to deal with the stock
market crash of 2000, the 2001
terrorists attacks on the \>Vorld
Trade Center and Pentagon
and recent convictions of top
CEO's in relation to corporate
scnndals.
Also, hon1e ownership rates
for African An1ericans soared
during the 1990s (the height
of Greenspan's engineered
economic growth) and remain
high today.
In the end, history 'vill
flus h out Greenspan's legacy. But what is for certain,
Greenspan has been ?t the forefront of monetary policy longer
than any of his predecessors
and that has to say something
about his work as chairman,
even if the economic growth he
is credited with building didn't
always make it into the African
AJnerican community.

A lan

G1•c cns11an
rnany c l u 1l-

endured
lenges ancl rnuch s uccess as Chairu ran of the
Federal R eserve.

Vltoto C'•....,.H) oir ftd.l'du

After an 18-year career, A lan Green span h as retired as
Federal Reser ve Chairman. President Bush n amed top econ omic advisor Ben Bernanke as Greenspan's successor.

•1987-Non1inatl'<l
a:;
Chainnan of the Fl•<leral
Reserve by President Ronald
Regan. That «mnc )l'ar,
Greenspan oversaw his first
crisis as chainnan "hen
the Dow .Jones Industrial
Average plunged 22 percent.
•1990-After
son1e
growth, the United States
econom) foll into a recession
as the United States inilitnry
prepared to go to \\ar \\ith
Iraq to stop Saddmn Hussl'in
fro111
invading
Kuwait.
Greenspan reduced interest
rates six tinll'S before the war
ended. Also, during 1990
infl atiCln reacht:'d its highest level undl'l' Grccnsp,m's
watch at 6.:{ percent.
•1991-Tlw United States
began a 10-ycur ccono1nil'
expansion just us 1mP1nployn1ent reaches a high of 7.8
percent.
•2000-U ncmployn1cnt
falls to 3.8 percent, the IO\\est in nearly three decades.
•2001-the economy goes
back into n recession nftcr
ten years of solid econon1ic
gro\\1h. The recession is .1
result of the 9/11 terrorists
attacks It quickly ends in
part, supporters say bec.u1se
of Grcenspan·s policies.

Disappearing Acts: Male Presence in College Diminishing
BY TAMARA KELLEY
Contnbu/ing Wnter

A recent report by Newsweek
revealed thal the gender balance
at state universities is tilting 6040 toward won1en.
Women accounted for 57.9
percent of bachelor's degrees
earned in 2003, compared to
42.1 percent earned by their male
counterparts, according to the
National Center for Education
Statistics.
Two black won1en earn
their bachelor's degree for every
black man, and black women
have the highest degree attain1nent among nlinority women,
according to the Departtnent
Education.
However, black men aren't
the only n1en being outpaced
by their fe1nalc counterpart 1n
degree attainment.
"There is a cns1s in
American education, which also
extends to Canada and Western
Europe, where women attend
college 1nore than men across
the board", said Jerome Kravitz,
a Howard psychology professor.
"I notice in my classes that there
are significantly fewer males."
In spite of the decrease
in 1nale enrolln1ent, Kravitz
believes this is good news for
women. "I believe in education,"
Kravitz said. "The more the better. [Degree auainmcnt] means
more of a presence and more
power."
Senior sociology n1ajor Shani
Gibson also feels that "more
options arc available to women
and they're able to pursue more
job opportunities than n1en and
have a larger job pool."
.l\-lan), like Kravitz, blaines
the U.S. education systc1n for
the decline in male enrollment.
"Schools are biased against
boys," Kravitz said. "It's impacting them choosing or not choosing to continue their education..,
Money is also a determining factor in pursuing higher
education. State legislatures
are decreasing funding to public universities, thus increasing tuition costs and in1pacting
minority students who attend
slate schools.
Many 1ninority groups also

A

, ••, .. {jilliam- '"9 -rPboto l6chor

ccordlng to t he Department of Ed ucation, two black women earn their bachelor's degree fo r every one black man.

rely upon scholarships to c01nplete their education. Larn
Duncan, a junior
administration of justice
major and
football
player at
Howard,
has
an
athletic
scholarship.
"Football
nlotivated
nle,"
Duncan
said. "I knew it was
an opportunity for
me to get a scholarship to get a
free education at
the next level. If I
hadn't earned my
scholarship, I probably
would have attended a
com1nunity college or looked for
a job"
Students faced with excessive schooling costs often consider c01n1nunity college or
imn1ediately enter into the labor

force.
Research conducted by the
Departn1cnt
of
Education

shows
that students
at con1munity colleges
have a higher attrition
rate and lower degreeattainment aspirations
than students at fouryear institutions.
Carla Brailey, an adjunct
professor of African-American
studies, believes that one of the
111 ajor factors affecting black male
enrolhnent rates is incarceration.
"Social policies have specifically
targeted the black male... and
have attempted to exclude and

denihim,"

g r a t e
she said.

black males 18 and older, who
also comprised a tenth of the
U.S. black population.
.l\-1en are 11.3
percent
more
likely to be
imprisoned in
their lifetime
compared to
i.8 percent
of won1en.
According
to the Bureau
of
Justice
Statistics (BJS),
an estitnated 32
According
percent of black males
to The Sentencing
enter state or federal
Project, a \Vashingtonprison during their
ba.sed advocacy group
lifetime, compared
that rallies for alterto 17 percent of
native methods in
Latino males and
lieu of incarceration,
5.9 percent of white
youth surveys reflect that a
males.
significant portion of all teenIncarceration rates for
aged males have conunitted a
white males are lower than
serious crime.
blacks. Thus, the likelihood of
In 2002, the Bureau of criminal activity declines in a
Justice Statistics reported that white male's 20s while that of
45 percent of prisoners in state black 111ales increases.
or federal jurisdictions were
Black 1nales are also nlore

THE HILLTOP

likely to be diagnosed with
Attention Deficit IlyperactiYe
Disorder (ADHD) and labeled
as overly aggrc$sive and intellectually inferior troublen1akcrs
throughout their schooling.
Mlts hard for black m~Ies
to even get a diplon1a bccJusc
they have no focus and don't
know what to do \\ith their lives
because they're being influenced
by their peers [tol start sn1oking drinking. and skipping
schc ol," Dt. ncan s lid.
l11at's
why males lose their focus in
school. .. [becausc] lots of black
males don't have fathers. Thal
comes fron1 hvme when n10Lhers don't have cont rol over their
sons."
"Teachers arc reluctant to
address the underlying behavioral issues, which arc often
the lack of r1 tronv 1nale role
model, conflicting street 1non1le
and classroo n 1nor.1lc, a nd sclfimage," Duncan said.
Duncan also bclicYcs that
once son1e black 1nales reach
college, they are distracted from
doing well academically b} other
factors, such as won1cn. "\Vo1ncn
[in college] will go the extra 1nile
to get what they want. A lot of
males arcn 't even thinking .1bo11t
school but [insh.•adl 111one). cars,
and females,·· Duncan said "The
parents have to drill it in their
head that success in life [111cans]
going to school."
The trend toward black
women out pcrfonning black
men is relatively new when
put into a historical p<'rspcctive. Historically, black won1en
were underrepresented in post
secondary education. It was
not until after Rl't'Onstruction
and the emergence ot the
\Vo1nen's club nlove1ncnt that
black women began to enroll in
domestic and international universities at record highs.
Presently, with Title IV
schools increasing financial aid
eligibility, the rise of college outreach and preparation prograins
like Upward Bound and GEAR
UP, won1en arc able to pursue a
higher education. Policy makers
must now focus their attention
on how to increase enrolln1cnt
for black n1ales.

•
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'Bubble' Bursts Into Theaters, TV, Video
BY JASMINE MELVIN
Contributing Writer

On any given Friday night,
a crowd of Howard students
can be found making their way
down ?th St. to Chinatown to
see a new flick on opening night.
Now, they are able to also see it
at ho1ne on DVD.
Oscar-winning
director
Steven Soderbergh intends to
shake up the film industry as he
completely throws out the traditional 1nethod for releasing a
movie. Soderbergh's "Bubble"
opened in theaters and broadcasted on the cable channel
IIDNet Movies on January 27.
The DVD will be available Jan.
31-only four days after the prenuere.
The concept known 1n
Hollywood as "day-and-date
releases," (which nleans a 111ovie
is released in several ways on the
same date) has the potential to
become the industry standard.
Movie studios could stand to
greatly increase their profits by
siinultaneously getting the most
out of homebodies who prefer to
watch movies from the vantage
point of their sofas, as well as
partygoers who like to hit the
town and see films on the big
screen ...Bubble" is not the first
filn1 released using the day-anddate n1ethod. It is the first with
ties to a high-profile director and
billion-dollar media company.
Karen Lawrence, a sophomore double major in English
and Spanish, said she would utilize both the movie theater and
DVD option on opening night.
"If [a movie] looks like it's
good based on the previews, I'd
like to go to the n1ovie theater
to see it for the [theater] atmosphere," s le said "It It looks
kind of wh:ick, but slightly inter-

r JrJ

t-ak l'holo

How ard students who often view movies at nearby Chinatown Gallery and other local theaters
can now enjoy new releases In the comfort of their own rooms.

esting, I'd just go to Blockbuster
and rent it."
Studios would also save
money by 1narketing all of the
formats at once. According
to Scott Hettrick, editor-inchief of the trade journal DVD
Exclusive, "it sometin1es costs
$50 million to $100 1nillion to
1narket a major film in theaters,
then you 1nount a S10 million or
$20 1nillion campaign for DVD.
[Studios] could save tens of 1nillions of dollars per movie," he
said in a recent issue.
Junior marketing 1najor
Julian Gunder said he understands the many adYantages to a
day-and-date release.
"By releasing the DVD on
the saine day that the 1novie
opens in theaters, you would
inunediately capitalize on the
people that enjoyed the n1ovie.
Thev
wouldn't have to wait to
•
go buy the D\'D," Gunder said.
"It nlight also stop some people

from downloading movies off
the Internet because they would
no longer have to wait to own
the movie."
Day-and-date
releases
would also satisfy con&un1ers.
"With technology allowing us
to view images through nontraditional n1ediums, such as portable video screens, laptops, cell
phones and iPods, day-and-date
releases would give consumers
faster and 1uore versatile access
to inovics," Gunder said.
Despite all the hn)e,
"Bubble.. will only be shown in a
few theaters. The day-and-date
method has nlany theater chains
in an uproar.
..It's the biggest threat to the
viability of the cine1na industry today," John Fithian, president of the National Association
of Theater Owners, told the
\\'ashington
Post.
ThPater
owners fear that simultaneous
releases will cause then1 to lose

BY JACQUELINE COOK
Contnbuti11g W11tcr

BY BRITTANY HUTSON
Contributing Wnter

•

"Bubble," a ntunlcr ntystery, tells the story of a love
triangle inYoh·ing cn1ployees
at a doll factory in a s1nall,
gloo1ny Ohio town. The lowbudget fil n1 was madl' without any professionul actors
and 1nuch of the script was
in1provised. Soderbcrgh, the
director behind "Traffic'· and
"Erin ''Brockovich,., tcan1ed
up with 2929 Entertainment,
founded by Todd Wagner
and Mark Cuban, to produce
and finance the fihn. •
\Vagner and Cuban, "·ho
hecan1e billionaires after selling their company Broadcast.
cont to Yahoo in 19qq, ntaslenninded the idea to rreate
a day-and-date release filnt.
"Bubble" is only the fir:st of
six films that Soderhergh and
2929 Entertainn1ent plan to

release using the fast paced
day-and-date release strategy. l\tagnolia Pichues, also
owned by \\'agner and Cuban,
will distribute the fihns ·,long
with Landmark Theaters and
HDi\'ct Mo,·ics. All of the
films will be released to television, DVD and theaters on
the san1e day.
"Ifs still just an experi1nent,'' v\'agner said in an
interview with NPR. "Let's
wipe the chalkboard clean,
and let's rethink the n1odcl.
The old way is almost cert. inly not the way it needs lo
be for the future...
J11f<irmuti1111 Corw/t'.\1/ 'if
llC'U •s.tc/111:/ .L~Jlll,

IL ll'IL llll l"l.ll'iJlll'll'S.C0/11, Ul1if

u
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" Bubble," a mystery set in an Ohio doll factory, continues
the Hollywood movie trend of day-and-date releases. It
d ebuted on cable tv and in movie theaters on January 27.
It will be released on video and DVD this Tuesday.

Go DJ: The Art of Podcasting

Digital
Camera
·craze
In ordLr to capture the college or ··i-- oward" experience,
students h ve opted to use digital cameras over the traditional
disposable or point-and-shoot
cameras. Pictures of the collegiate experience are plastered
everywhere fron1 dorn1 rooms
to websites like Facebook and
MySpace.
The develop1nent of the
first digital ca1nera is credited to engineer Steven Sasson
during the 1970s. It was an 8pound toaster sized box that
captured a black-and-white
image on a digital cassette tape
at a reso1ution of .01 mega
pixels. An'ong the first widely
known dig tal ca1neras was the
SONY Pro\1avica MVC-5000,
appearing .n 1989. The cru11era recorct"d iniages as magnetic impulses on a compact 2inch still-video floppy disk. The
images were captured on the
disk by using two CCD (chargecoupled device) chips. During
the early .99o's, digital can1eras that worked with a home
computer via a serial cable were
released for the consumerlevel n1arket. The first models
include the Apple QuickTake
100 cainera, the Kodak De.to
and the Casio QV-11.
Howard sn1dents feel the
digital carnera is an asset and
has contributed to making photography ·1 hobby. Freshman
biology 1najor Andre Rosario

customers, and many major theater chains are refusing to show
"Bubble ...
Sophomore Karen Lawrence
agreed with theater owners' concern.
"A lot of theaters probably would go out of business
if a saine night DVD rental was
available. Theaters charge like
$10 for a movie, and then you
have to go and pay n1ore to get
so1ne refreslunent'>." She said a
DVD rental would he a more
affordable option for students
and families on a tight budget.
On the other hand, sophon1ore television production
major Vince Hunter said the
future of movie theaters is not
in any real danger.
"I don't think that niany
people are willin~ lo trade in the
big screen for the sn1all one."
ht: said...It's a whole different
atn1osphere in the theater with
the big screen and surround-

Latest Flick Surges
Day-and-Date Releases

Students can be found anywhere from the PunchOut to the
Yard with digital cameras documenting college life.

explain1;;d why the digital can1era is an enjoyable device.
"The pros of the digital
ca1nera nre being able to see
what the picture looks like
im1nediately after you take it
and being able to store more
photos than you can on film."
Sophon1ore photography minor
Nia Lindsey said the digital
cantera is popular because of
convenience.
"You don't have to spend
any extra money getting then1
printed or getting doubles ..,
In the area of art, Lindsey
believes there is no distinction
when it comes to the photographs.
"As far as art is concerned
there's really no difference in
quality. Both produce high quality and low quality with eilh"r
digital or your point-and-shoot
or your XLR canlera," she said.
Despite the positive attributes of the digital ca1nera, students admitted there could be
some setbacks.
"The cons are that there is
always going to be some technical issues like uploading pictures or figuring out how to use
the cameras," Rosario said.
Cmnera sales over the
last few years indicate that a
slight decline is approaching
for the digital canlera market.
According to research firm

IDC, 9·"' million digital can1eras were sold in the US in the
first half of 2005. However, the
segmc11t's growth in 2005 pales
in comparison lo the 50 percent
growth during the first half of
2004, according to IDC senior
analyst Christopher Chute.
Accordin~ to Info Trends,
the market is expected to peak
this year when it at just under
28 million ca1neras.
Despite the digital can1era boom, Chute claimed U.S.
consumers still look to regular
cameras for capturing inlportant fa111ily or vacation snapshots.
"We are a pretty traditional
culture here and we identify
with traditional form factors ... "
In opposition, students like
fresh1nan advertising major
Dominic Cooper believe the
digital camera will withstand
tin1e.
"It has opened the door for
more people being able to use a
canlera because a regular camera can be a bit n1ore complicated in the sense of getting·
film developed," she said. "A
digital camera 1nay be a little
expensive, but the benefits you
reap arc 111uch greater. It will
be around forever just like the
regular camera."

Apple is using their popular iPods to gain a nlonopoly
on the new 111edia technology industry. Their list of offerings includes MP3s, television
shows, 111usic videos and n1ost
recently popular, podcasts.
The broadcasting of radio
shows over the Internet is no
new concept Software like
RealPlayer anci \Vtndows ~Iedia
Player has long offered users
the option of listening to countless stations from around the
world.
Podcasting, however, is
1narkedly different. Unlike the
nonnal lh·e radio format, these
shows are prerecorded and then
converted into the 1\-1 P3 format
for gadget users to listen to at
any time.
While using copyrighted
music is illegal, t·1ose recording podcasts arc frpe to include
whatever uncenso ·ed material
they would like. fhe Federal
Conununications Com1nission
has yet to in1posr any regulations on podcasls l>ecause they
do not require goverrunent

issued radio frequencies.
rvtany industt) insiders say
that podcasl will have a positive affect for consun1ers, but
1nay hurt the radio industry.
"Podcasting is a good way to
send infonnation, said Reggie
Miles, a professor 111 the radio/
television/film
depart1nent.
"They are still dealing with the
rights and legal issues but, as
far as informative pr.)gran11ning is conccrnctt it is a good
thing."
Miles, who is also the faculty advisor for V\'HBC, believes
nonnal radio .. had its arrogance thinking it was the only
kid on the block." According to
Miles, the Telec01nmunications
Act has brought about ntore
options.
"The new technolo~ is now
forcing terrestrial radio to lo.ok
at itself and reinvent itself,"
Miles said. Ile went on to say
that "radio is stepping up its
ga1ne to keep its audience and
capture new listeners."
Though podcasts are 1naking an impact now, 1nany
Howard students say that the
casts are also playing a huge
part in their futrue Not all
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With podcasts, th~ average person can now record and post
their own radio st1ows and commentary over the Internet.
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agree that the impact is posi·
ti\'e. ·I'" IJ>Otlcasting] heco111es
a popular thing it will take away
front our jobs," said Keshia
Ridle\ a junior audio production 111ajor. ·People already
don't listen to the radio since
they l-nn1e up "ith CD players
and iPods."
Sopho1nore
television
production 1najor Dawn Hill
expressed similar concerns.
"Radio s non. pc rsonal,"
Hill said, who also works in the
ne\\s deparunent at\\ HBC. "I
think podcasting hinders the
relationship between the station and the co1nn1unily."
Although podcasts n1ay
be increasingly more popular,
many iPod users do not even
take ad\'antage of them.
"I never listen to podcasts.
The) never sparked n1y interest," said Asia David, a sophon1orc fashion merchandising
major and iPod owner.
Sophomore
accounting
major and iPod user Bukola
Ekundayo said she "[doesn't]
know anything about then1."
The
format
reigning
suprcn1e ultitnately depends
upon the listeners.
"If anvbody can make n
[podcast l show, I'n1 going
t., listen to n1y friend's sho\v
before I listen to real radio;'
Ridley said.
Professor Miles, however,
thinks that listeners will always
rely on terrestrial radio. He
offered a pri1ne example from
last year.
"Radio played an integral
part during Hurricane Katrina
because it was the first way
lo lrans1nit information when
everything else was shut down,"
he said.

•
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!
XCELLENT COMPENSATIO
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SWITCH
gears to State Faril.J.

Yot1 must be:

AND SAVE

Health)1 Afiican-American \:Vomen

up to 5 - 400/o .

Age: 21 to 28 vears
old
•

l' i nc.J out "vh>· 1nore people t 1·u,, t ::>1.1t e l \ u 111
l or (.;,1r in,.ur.111c.:e. Sec if )'OU ~1u.1Jil )· 101
'-1uhi -Car and Multiple I.i1~e J:>i s.:uunts.

Height: 5'2" to 5 '6"
Mox\Nell I Jomes. Agent
2301 Georgia Avonue NW
Washington. DC 20001
Bus: 202-319-0005
max james.ngfs@stotcfarm.com

Weight: 100 lbs to 150 lbs
~'eight

to height must be proportional
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR

C 011tact: Dr. Sue Wagner

Providing In-;urance and

Amerada Hess is looking for results-oriented
graduates who want to learn every facet of
a growing and successful business. If you are
someone with retail management experience
and willing to relocate on the East Coast, then
explore the possibility that Hess is the right
place for you. Successful candidates will assume
supervisory roles after just 18 months with the
company. To learn more about the Professional
Development Program, contact:
Amerada Hess Corporation
do Pete Menard, WB-11
1 Hess Plaza, Woodbridge NJ 07095
Tel: 732-750-6141, Fax: 732-750-6322
or
Cheryl Tate
Howard University School of Business
Room 222

F1nc~ncial

Service:.;

Stat• fatm Mu!ut.>1 Automot> IU 1nsurarc•t Cocnpauy tNol Ill N..H. 0 oomlr(lton lt.

(301) 838-9711

Interested in joining other
successful Howard graduates?

STATE FARAt IS THERE."'

On-Campus Interviews
March 1, 2006

and
March 2, 2006
Sign up for an interview on

www.monstertrak.com
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It all started with VH1's

"The Surreal Life." Our disgusting yet fascinating interest with
the man we all know as Flavor
Flav was introduced after the old
school rapper made an appearance. We were confused about
why we would be watching the
former Public Enemy star doing
random things many
of us deem as "coonish" and stereotypical. TI1ough the
As
above traits rnight
apply... hey we still
we
watch Flav. We knew
this now that the
seemingly rejected
rapper is on top of
the ratings and in his
mind, he's probably on top of
the world.
His love affair with Brigitte
Nielsen, who was three times
larger and paler than Flav, made
it crystal clear that his rapping
skills may have fallen off but

\I• '~ -

Flav is definitely entertaining!
The show, "The Flavor of Love"
has ashamedly caught most
of our attention. Some of us
may watch religiously and others opted to pass after the first
glimpse of Flav groping women
of all shades and belting out
his annoying signature name-

ious man. \Ve laugh at their
pseudo competition for the final
clock that ticks them into Flav's
arms.
Many people get annoyed
when they watch the show
because they think he is the
epitome of the images we don't
want portrayed of black people
in the media.
We
agree to some extent.
However, any reaperson on
much as we hate to admit; sonable
the planet or watching TV should know
watch the show to know
that regardl~ss oi age
"what time it is."
or race, Flav is just
a bizarre individual
anyway. We take no
offense to his antics
sake,
"Flaaaaaaaavoooooor because he is none other than a
Fllllaaaaaaaave." We know what living and breathing clown. The
you are thinking about the show reality TV arena has really gotbecause we thought the same ten out of hand and "The Flavor
thing. How embarrassed are of Love" is the biggest example!
these women for chasing after If you've been missing out tune
the aging, skinny and obnox- in and get a laugh in.
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The story on the cost of college textbooks deserves so1nc
additional conunents that would
provide Hilltop Online readers with a more complete picture of this con1plex issue ("HU
Bookstore Fights High Prices
Blame Game," Jan. 17).
1\vo comments in particular stand out in the article:
"trying to learn something valuable" and "fear of slighting the
student's education." These
are central to the decision that
college instructors make when
selecting textbooks and course
materials. Publishers develop
the most effective textbooks
and course materials possible.
We have long helped professors select the most appropriate
materials for their courses. This

(less then 3 percent of the total)
on new textbooks. 111is small
investment pays off immediately after you graduate.
Puhlishcrs share the concern of students, policy makers and consu1ner advocates
about college affordability and
increasing financial burdens.
But we are also concerned for
the one-third of all first year
college students who do not
make it to their second year.
The learning materials publishers produce arc critical to the
success of students in their first
year and beyond. Students who
read and use their textbooks
and other course material, who
attend class and study, are the
ones who go on to earn college degrees and pursue their
life goals.

Come grab a story at the budget meeting
on Tuesday@ 7:00 PM
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Insight into High Textbook Prices
material helps students learn,
earn good grades and successfully complete their degrees.
Outsideoftuition, the money
invested in course nlaterials has
more impact on earning a college degree then any other dollars spent. The reasons to make
this investment are compelling.
A college degree can be calculated in economic terms: a college
graduate earns on average 77%
more then someone who does
not have a college degree. In
just the first year out of college,
that is more then enough to pay
for the cost of all textbooks used
in a college career. According
to Student Monitor, college students spend about $200 billion
dollars annually on goods and
services other then tuition and
housing. Of that amount, students spend about $5 billion

!Ult
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Managing Editor

Daniel Bartell
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Boondocks Nomination Sparks NAACP Controversy
BY TYLER BROWN
Contributing Wnter

a nominee for the
NAACP Image Award, The
Boondocks is making history, but opponents of the
series' message question if its
nomination was based solely
on popularity or if the show
deserved the recognition.
The formula for the show
is simple: two young kids
move from Chicago's notorious south side, drop them and
their urban sensibilities in
the middle of the suburbs and
watch the hilarity ensue.
The formula ensures that
hijinks follow them wherever
they go by making the older of
the two a radical minded leftist, black power revolutionary
in training (Huey Freem~n),
and the younger of the two a
misguided youth who aspires
to achieve the thug ideal and
Scarface status in his lifetime
(Riley Freeman).
Add to the mix an ornery
grandfather full of outdated
thoughts, a pretentious black
neighbor with a white wife and
bi-racial daughter, and the
ideologies prevalent in a predominately white suburban
population, and controversial
situations are bound to happen.
This isn't the first time
an Image Award nominee has
generated controversy: shows
like UPN's The Parkers and
Comedy Central's Chappelle
Show caused controversy when
they were non1inated for the
36th annual award ceremony.
The Boondocks has not been
as well received by the bla'ck
community as proponents of
As

the show previously anticipated.
According to JacksonLeslie
of
the
Howard
University African American
studies department, the main
failure of the Boondocks cartoon series is to carry over the

critique of mainstream white
society that gave the comic
strip its !!Omedic edge.
Instead the TV series
focuses on such tired jokes
like pimps and hoes and rappers who talk tough and act
soft.
"The series would be
received in an ambiguous manner by the broadcast industry
because it focuses on social

don't think the show should be
taken so seriously. But I think
it definitely mocks the black
experience."
The Boondocks first surfaced as a comic strip in the
comic section of daily newspapers. It soon gained a loyal
follo\\'ing and was moved to
the Sunday comics where it
received 1nedia praise and
sparked much controversy due
to the political content of the
strip.
The advance of the comic
strip into the mass television
market has seen something
lost in translation, a certain
integrity that the comic strip
maintained while poking fun.
But the cartoon version of
the show seems to have succumbed to the demands of a
much larger market and given
up the elements that made
the comic strip great. Huey
Freeman no longer makes
political commentary, he
is now the voice of sensibility amongst an assortment of
crazy characters.
Huey is not the only character that changed over the
""w.curtounnrt,.orkA.'Un1, "" w.upn.com
Programs llke "The Boondocks" and "The Parkers" have gen- transition from paper to tape,
on the contrary Huey and
erated controversy for receiving Image Award nominations.
Riley's granddad has become
a buffoonish character that
casts a negative light onto
show is being recognized and omore pre-physical therapy chapter of the NAACP, said the older black men.
the direction the 100-year-old major and NAACP member show is only entertainment.
Following the business
organization is moving in.
doesn't think the show should
"It's an over exaggera- progression of most cult favorAccording to Dorianne be nominated.
tion, but it's tolerable because ite comic strips and books
Mason, a senior internation- .
"I think it is a misrepre- its entertainment," Feemster The Boondocks bas recently
al business major and presi- sentation of the black com- said.
become a cartoon airing on
dent of the Howard University munity. The Boondocks is a
Alysha English, a sopho- Cartoon Network's Adult Swim
chapter of the NAACP, "The stereotypical show that is gen- more theater education major, block of programming. It can
NAACP is in a state of transi- erated by a young producer agreed. "I feel as though The be seen on Sunday nights at
tion. It is attempting to con- trying to reach the generation Boondocks is a satirical show 11 p.m. and again on Monday
nect with a segment of the today. The show is aired at and although I can under- mornings at 3 a.m.
population that has historical- night and seen by a mostly stand people's opposition, I
consciousness,"
JacksonLeslie said.
The show's Image Award
nomination has raised objections from various elements
of the black community and
has caused some NAACP
members to question why the

ly been its leaders, the youth.
Although I've never seen the
show, the awarding of the
Boondocks cartoon may have
been a way for the NAACP to
directly connect to the current
youth culture."
Tamela Patterson, a soph-

white audience wh\ch doesn't
help with the stereotypical
view of us," Patterson said.
But not all students disagree with the show's message. Courtney Feemster, a
sophomore COBIS major and
also a n1ember of the Howard

Self-Proclaimed ''Hip Hop Bible''
Enters Genesis After Recent Revelation
BY JOSHUA THOMAS
Asst. Ufe & Style Editor

The Source co-owners and
founders, Dave Mays and Ray
"Benzino" Scott were recently
fired from their positions as
CEO and president.
The Source Entertainment
Inc.'s board of directors oust
ed them because "Mays and
Scott could not continue their
series of financial recklessness
and negligence," according to
HipHopDX.com.
Although this is the climax of the problems that
The Source has been having
recently it is definitely not the
first.
The Source was in money
trouble a few years ago and
sought relief from The Black
Enterprise/ Greenwich Street
Corporate Growth Partners
L.P., which invested $12
million in the magazine in
exchange for a minority stake
in the company and seats on
the board of directors, according to AllHipHop.com.
They also helped the magazine secure an $18 million
loan from Textron Financial
Partners. The Source defaulted on this loan in October of
2005, after which Textron
filed suit to gain control of the
magazine.
The founders, Mays and
Scott, got word that their jobs
were in jeopardy and attained
a temporary restraining order
against the board of directors
on Jan. 12.
Mays responded to questioning about the seemingly
inherent termination to The
New York Post saying, "They
can want to do that all want,
but it's not happening. n
Howard students shared
similar sentiments about
Mays' and Scott's attempt to
avoid getting fired.
"That's shady," said junior
physician's assistant major
Justin Gilliam. "They are just
trying to dodge the conse-

1

Pt 1tn CrtdH "'""'.tallrdtrdott.c• n. ••w.mf'd.iAb"troJ:om

Due to financial problems, Ray "Benzlno" Scott and Dave
Mays recently lost their positions at 'The Source' magazine.

quences for their actions. It
really shows their true character."
Sophomore nursing major
Keona Gaines agreed with
Gilliam. "I think it is ridiculous that they tried to stop
fron1 getting fired."
Unfortunately for Mays
and Scott a New Jersey judge
lifted the restraining order
on Jan. 18 at which point the
founders were officially terminated.
It may seem harsh to some
for the magazine to be taken
away fron1 its creators but
many said that they felt no
sympathy
"No, I don't feel any sympathy for them [?vlays and
Scott.] Obviously they weren't
doing their job," Gaines said.
Sophomore
marketing
major Ronnell Wade shared
the same view. "It's a business
and they weren't handling
business," Wade said.
The day after the terminations, Jeremy Miller, former
Chief Operating Officer of The
Source for 14 years who left
to start Down magazine, was
called upon to be the president
and chief executive officer,

according to AllHipHop.com
E\.-pectations are high for
the new leader of The Source.
"Hopefully it will turn to a
different direction," Gaines
said.
Miller is already taking the
18-year-old mag in new directions. "As far as I am concerned, all of the previous
beefs are dead," said Miller
to SOHH.com in reference to
the negative relationships that
were maintained by Mays and
Ray "Benzino" Scott. Miller
also plans to make some major
changes in order for the magazine to cut down on operating
costs.
Miller summed up his
vision for The Source in a
statement to AllHipHop.com.
"I am confident with the new
leadership, along with valued
members of the current editorial department and staff that
we will wholeheartedly bring
our collective expertise, journalistic talent and passion for
hip-hop to the table to execute
and distribute an exceptional
hip-hop 'bible' for the readers."
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NCAA Sanctions Increasing in H~rshness
university.
"I understand why the NCAA inade
the changes," Bron1ley said to the
Mustang Daily.
"I do, however, feel it should be up
to each institution to decide how they
want to handle the graduation rates,
but the NCAA has taken that out of
their hands and put the pressure back
on the student athlete," he said.
Also, penalties are often incurred
by players and coaches programs who
may not have been present during the
violations at their institution. Sanctions
have been the subject of nlany debates
and seem to be most prevalent an1ongst
revenue driven sports.
Most agree the sanctions and penalties handed out by the NCAA are a
necessary evil.
"We are the NCAA," says Howard
w01nen's head basketball coach Cathy
Parsons. "Life isn't fair and not everyone will be satisfied by the rulings."
Former HU athlete, Marc Owens,
said, "... I think it's fair. They want us
[students] to be successful in athletics
as well as academics. It's about your
courses, learning and becoming all
around men."
His friend and also HU alum and
athlete, Glen Vinson, echoed the same
sentiment.
"I don't think it will be 1nuch of a
problem for Howard because we recruit
guys who are athletically sound as well
as academically."
The NCAA released a statement saying, "The sanctions are a direct result
of violations of rules implemented by
over 1200 members who represent over
Dave Bliss resigned as Baylor's basketball coach after numerous violations a thousand schools. These rules and
were discovered to have taken place during his tenure.
bylaws are updated and published prior
to each school year."
A public relations rep also expressed
appear to be the Division I sports in the scores are used to report the academic
that he did not think there was a large
greatest jeopardy of sanctions from the progress of each school.
NCAA according to the newly impleIn some circles, however, the new discrepancy between revenue and nonmented Academic Progress Report to changes will not be met with enthu- revenue sports.
"If you check the books you'll find
be released next month.
siasm. Cal Poly's head coach Kevin
The APR is based on eligibility and Bromley wishes there was 1nore leeway golf, tennis, and gymnastics receive a
retention. Players on each roster are in the guidelines for situations deemed comparable amount of sanctions and
given a point for each and the final "beyond the point of control" within the penalties."

BY KENTRY KINARD
Contributing Writer

The o-6 men's Baylor basketball
team played the sixth game of their
abbreviated season Saturday night
against Texas A&M.
The team's 16-game schedule, in
which they are only allowed to play
teams within their conference, can1e as
a result of numerous infractions and
NCAA violations under the regime of
former head coach Dave Bliss.
Improper recruitment and funding
practices were among the list of in1proprieties surrounding the Baylor program. Some of the details were uncovered in the investigation into the murder of player Patrick Dennehy who was
shot by teammate Carlton Dotson.
In a meeting with coaches, Bliss
was recorded in1plementing a plot
to portray Dennehy as a drug dealer
to account for the tuition funds later
found to be provided by coaches. The
team lost scholarships and recruiting
privileges as a result of the NCAA findings.
Baylor University, however, is only
one of a seemingly growing list of colleges and universities who have recently
received sanctions and penalties fro1n
the NCAA.
Oklahoma University \vill n1eet
with officials in April regarding infractions that include making or attempting to make iinpermissible calls to 17
prospects between April 2000 and
September 2004, three impermissible in-person contacts with recruits,
and improperly giving a T-shirt to one
recruit and his parent.
Cal Poly Tech, Colorado, Alabama,
Michigan, and Georgia Tech are also
among recent violators.
But while some schools, like Georgia
Tech, are appealing the sanctions, others like Fresno State impose their own
sanctions when internal investigations
reveal violations.
The Associated Press reports that
football, baseball and men's basketball

Why does it appear that the
NCAA is so serious about
the enforcement of its rules?
"The NCAA is a voluntary
membership organization of
colleges and universities that
participate in intercollegiate
athletics. The primary purpose
of the Association is to maintain
intercollegiate athletics as an
integral part of the educational
program and the athlete as an
integral part of the student body...
.. .It is the expectation of the
NCAA that all student-athletes,
coaches and athletic personnel will
dep~rt themselves with honesty
anp sportsmanship at all times so
that intercollegiate athletics as a
whole, their institutions and they,
as individuals, shall represent
the honor and dignity of fair play
and the ge.1erally recognized
high standards associated with
wholesome competitive sports.
The enforcement process is .
designed to provide a timely,
fair and equitable resolution of
infractions cases in order to uphold
the high standards set for NCAA
member institutions, their studentathletes, coaches and athletic
administrators in the conduct of
intercollegiate athletics."
From NCAA.org
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Reading
The Hilltop
Sports section will
impress your friends
and vanquish
your enemies.*
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MEAC in free throw shooting
(76 percent), shot a season low
59 percent.
Junior forward
Darryl
Hudson again came off the
bench to lead the Bison with 14
points. No other Hov,rard player
reached double figures.
The Eagles got 15 points
from Tywain McKee and 10 from
Robert Pressey.
NEXT UP: Howard will
attempt to snap the nine-game
losing streak when it travels
back to Balti1nore to take on winless Morgan State on Monday.at
7:30 p.m. at Hill Fieldhouse .. .
the Bears have lost 18 in a row.. .
Coppin State will host Maryland
Eastern Shore at 7:30 p.m. today
at the Coppin Center.

Lady Bison Fall Short to Coppin
of 34) fro1n the field against the
Special to The Hilltop
conference leaders, who have
won eight straight and 16 in a
Baltimore, Md., January row against MEAC competition.
28---Christina Aden, Brittney
But Aden, James and
Jan1es Melloni Benson com- Benson fueled a 39-23 run that
bined to score 37 of Howard cut the deficit to 55-52 with 4:05
University's 43 second half still remaining. The Lady Bison
points, but Coppin State did it with pressure defense that
University made just enough forced 26 Coppin State turnplays down the stretch to hold overs and so1ne hot shooting (8
on for a 66-56 win in a Mid- of 12 in the second half) from
Eastern Athletic Conference three-point range.
women's game at the Coppin
Then the Eagles reCenter.
grouped and showed why they
The Lady Bison (7- are the defending conference
10 overall, 4-4 in the MEAC) chrunps, lin1iting Howard to
appeared to be done at halftilne only one field goal and a pair of
when they trailed the Eagles (9- free throws the rest of the way.
8 overall, 8-o in the MEAC), Sophon1ore . guard Shala1nar
32-13 at intennission. Howard Oakley scored seven of her
shot a season low 12 percent (4 tean1's last 11 points to put the

BY ED HILL
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a 50-46 lead.
Howard re-grouped and
Baltimore,
Md.- used a comedy of errors by both
January 28---Darryl Proctor teams during a long stretch 1nidscored a gan1e-high 17 points way through the second half to
and grabbed 14 rebounds to stay close. Then Proctor, a 6help Coppin State University 4, 230-pound sopho1nore from
get by Howard University, 70- District Heights, Md. and last
61 in a Mid-Eastern Athletic year's MEAC Rookie of the
Conference 1nen's game at the Year, took over and made all
Coppin Center.
the important points during a
In what is becon1ing an all- 9-4 run do"vn the stretch that
loo-fmniliar story, the Bison (2- sealed the win for the Eagles (615 overall, 1-7 in the MEAC) fell 13 overall, 6-2 in the MEAC).
behind early in the game only to
Howard crune into the
rally and lead at halftime. The game as one of the top threeBison shot 54 percent (14 of 26) point shooting teams in the conand were in a good position to ference, but failed to find the
snap the streak when they took range, connecting on only 2
a 44-39 lead at the 18:20 mark of 15 for the night. The Bison
of the second half.
added to their woes by missing
But the Bison suddenly nine free throws, many con1ing
went cold and Coppin State took when the gan1e was still within
Special to The Hilltop

u
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game away.
James finished with a
team-high 15 points, all corning in the second half while
Aden collected 12 of her 14 and
Benson 10 of her 12 in the final
20 minutes.
Coppin State was paced
by Sherrie Tucker (16), Rashida
Suber (15) and Oakley (12
points).
NEXT UP: Howard will
try to get back on track when
it travels back to Baltin1ore,
MD to take on Morgan State
University on Monday at 5:30
p.m. at the Hill Fieldhouse while
Coppin State attempts to keep
its conference slate 1unblemished when its hosts Maryland
Eastern Shore today at 5:30
p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The Hilltop prints
Hilltopics every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
The first 20 words are
$6 and .25 for each
additional word.

J ANUARY

ROOM FOR

Hair Model
Wn . .

~WTH

I ..ice11secl C<)s111e tol<>gi.st ai1cl I l<>,varcl
Altur111i seck..s participa11t"i fc)r portfolio. l\Iodels recei,re
a free service.
Aro1natl1erapy,
stress tl1erapy,
facials, wrar)s ai1cl
perso11a1 train.
.
111g s e ss1<>11s <u·e
also provicled at
tl1is ho111e based
bt1siness. Co11tact
Claude at 301-9273848 for appoint111e11t<; maxvc>ltairc
@yaJ10 <>.COlll
'"''"v.1na'\." vell l .co111

REWT $~001
TWO BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS
WASHER,
l>RYER
CLEAW, SAFE
WEIGHBORHOOl>

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR
AND SUBMITTED SEVEN
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
$3 LAT E FEE FOR A LLl
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT
SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS
IN A DVANCE.

CALL
· 2.02..S2.6."JS63

FOR ~RE
IWFORl\'AllOW

Payment acceptable
by cash or check. Any
questions please contact
The Hilltop Business
Office (202) 806-4749
or by e-mail www.
hilltopbusiness@yahoo.
com
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$1 Drinks

6-9pm
Happy Hour with
FREE catered
bufi t f at:
Catfl h, Mac n
Ch
, J rk
Chick n, Yam

•

2111

NV Friday's@
Bar Nun Lounge
1326USt. NW
H ·sA l· IllS'I
(between 13th &
rllID~l\..Y D1\:f14th St.) Hosted I~ c; GAYJ:I:: A."!\\ l)
byHU'sown
SPE:I::I) D \TI G
r. .,,.r.E1u:s1·
Howie and Tim
Produced by:
MEE1L'\J C>:
SouthSideSity
D~ ES!) r .
't:BRL \..&Y l_
2-006 I~ TIIE
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DE
OOM 02

Iil s~ Ox1"'IC'I:.
BLAeKB 'l{1.
81 ITE 102 '.\'. r·

ts
ciences
d t Council
presents: ASS<~
WEEK PART
TWO February·
13th-17th.
Interested in 19a ~
t cipat1ng? We a r
still in need of
Poets or a Call
o E press ion:
Poetry Cipher
and Contestant~>
for our Black
History Quiz
Bowl. Please eo11
ac us at 202806-7009. caH
ing05_06@yahoo
com or stop by
Blackburn 106.

THE
HU
GA
6 001) {
CL UB PROUDLY
PRESENTS THE
3RD ANNUAL
&mor
The Howard
PUT YO HOOD
Party till 3am.
University
UP STATE CLUB
For gu tll t
Community
TALENT SHOW .
Info conta t
Choir Presents COME OUT AND
Bobby att r on
RE PRESE NT
202.492.7683
YOUR STATE
<Tlie }lnnua[Spn'ng
AT OUR FIRST
Joy Nigfzt Concert...
PRACTICE
ON
UBIQUITY
THURSDAY, FEB
WEEK
2, 2006 AT
"GET IN THE
?PM IN THE
• • •
SPIRIT"
UGL . FOR MORE
INFO E-MAIL
COMING
HE CLUB, HU_
Friday,
February 3, 2006
GACLUB@YAHOO .
SOON
COM .

BLACK LOVE
MONTH:

''MIND, BODY,
AND SPIRIT''
SPONSORED BY:
COOK HALL
JAN 31-FEB 2:
KNOW YOUR STATUS
Free HIV/AIDS testing
FEB 6-13:
COOK HALL BAKE SALE

FEB9:
POETRY CIPHER:
SPEAKING THE SPOKEN
WORD
FEB 13·
.
LOVE & RELATIONSHIP
FORUM
FEB 15:
PANEL DISCUSSION ON
BLACK ISSUES PORTRAYED THROUGH CINEMAS

S:OOP.M.
CK HALL
"
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FEB20:
BLACKS IM THE ARTS: A
VISUAL INTEGRATION OF
SONG, DANCE, PHOTOGRAPHY & HIP HOP
I

FEB 21:
COLORISM IN THENEW
MILLEN IUM
FEB23:
DATING AUCTION &
SOCIAL
FEB 27:
BLACK
ENTREPRENEURSHIP &
THE ACQUISITION OF
WEALTH & PROPERTY IN
THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
COMMUNITY

6 p.m. in the
Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel
@

FEB 28:
HEALTH & WELLNESS:
RELAX, RELATE, AND
RELEASE IT ALL

~OMISSION

IS FREE
JESUS PAID IT ALL!

. ALL PROGRAM TIMES
ARE TO BE ANNOUNCED

"f"'T Tr- T TT1

JANUARY 31
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A Y,AY,AY!

SUBSET
INTHE
HOUSE!

